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Enter the grid (back page) where you think the site lies and name it, too.

1. *This port town has statues of two polar brothers with big ears.*
   Grid: _______   Town: __________________________
   What is their surname? _____________________________

2. *Shackleton’s cabin is presently being conserved here.*
   Grid: _______   Town: __________________________
   Who did he share it with? ___________________________

3. *This statue is of a bi-polar explorer and resides in a roundabout.*
   Grid: _______   Town: __________________________
   What was his name? ________________________________
   What ship did he command? _________________________

4. *There’s no better place for an Antarctic to enjoy a pint.*
   Grid: _______   Town: __________________________
   Name of the establishment? _________________________

5. *Oates’ regiment is associated with this town.*
   Grid: _______   Town: __________________________
   Name of the regiment? ____________________________

6. *Shackleton was born in this house.*
   Grid: _______   Name: ___________________________
7. *This port town has a memorial to a member of Scott’s Terra Nova expedition.*

   Grid: ________   Town: __________________________

   What was his name? ________________________________

8. *The mother of the man behind Captain Scott is buried beside the Church of Ireland in what town?*

   Grid: ________   Town: __________________________

   Who was the man? ________________________________

9. *The British claiment as the first one to see the Antarctic continent was born in this town.*

   Grid: ________   Town: __________________________

   Who was the man? ________________________________

10. *Shackleton and his parents and siblings moved from Kilkea to where?*

    Grid: ________   Town: __________________________

    What was the name of the road? ____________________

11. *The first statue of Shackleton in an outdoor setting in Ireland is in what town?*

    Grid: ________   Town: __________________________

    Who was the sculptor: ____________________________

12. *Who gave the first talk at the first Shackleton Autumn School?*

    ________________________________